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Manage every step of your insurance practice more efficiently with help from LexisNexis®

Sign on and discover:

Expansive Details for Due Diligence, Background and Business Checks, and Much More

What do you need to know? Where the witness lives now? Who owns the business? What was the weather on the date of the accident? Is the doctor licensed? Is doing business with the corporation a major risk?

Find out by using the LexisNexis services. Discover more than 4.6 billion public records covering everything from Secretary of State corporate filings, bankruptcy filings, real estate and personal property ownership records, to voter registrations and other national person-locator resources.

Also, the LexisNexis services offer the prestigious company/financial sources you can stake your reputation on, including Best’s Company Reports. It covers more than 6,000 insurance companies. And, find reports from Dun & Bradstreet®, Standard & Poor’s®, Hoover’s, Disclosure®, and more.

Find medical license information from all 50 states with The Nationwide Directory of Medical Licenses. Historical Weather Reports from the National Climatic Data Center also covers the nation.

Medical and Industry References and News from More Than 14,000 Sources

Not only do you have access to the world’s top newspapers, magazines, wire services, and broadcast transcripts, but you get industry insider news from National Underwriter, Mealeys, NewsRx, and A.M. Best.

Gain access to detailed medical and legal references such as Attorney’s Textbook of Medicine with anatomical transparencies, Mosby’s Medical Drug Reference, Physician’s Desk Reference, FDA 510(k) reports, plus medical and legal dictionaries and encyclopedias.

Find today’s news and uncover yesterday’s standards on everything from business practices to medical procedures. Go back decades in many sources!

Complete Case Preparation … From Analyzing Issues to Reviewing Verdicts

Check your issue in Appleman on Insurance, 2d … courts do. Appleman is the authoritative treatise for insurance issues, cited three times a week by U.S. courts. With 67 volumes and more than a quarter of a million case citations, factual notes, and quotations, it is an indispensable resource.

Matthew Bender® and Mealeys authors offer you insights on all areas of insurance practice and keep you informed on evolving trends and hot litigation topics.

Uncover everything before trial. The extensive LexisNexis collection of public records can point you to hidden assets, lost witnesses, expert witnesses, civil and criminal court histories and thousands of verdicts.

Find out more about judges with the Federal Judges Biographical Database.

Turn to Martindale-Hubbell® Law Directory —another LexisNexis exclusive—to understand the opposition or to recruit expertise.
LexisNexis® CourtLink® puts you in touch with more than 200 million court records. Review case disposition and judicial process.

LexisNexis® Applied Discovery® is the leading provider of electronic discovery services to the country’s top law firms and corporations. Unlike the vendors that evolved from the paper-intensive scanning and coding era, this company was founded on the belief that someday, virtually 100% of all new documents would be created and stored electronically. That day has come.

**Detailed Coverage Analysis**

Go to the authority! *Appleman on Insurance 2d* covers all aspects of insurance law, including personal insurance, casualty insurance, state funds, no-fault insurance, commercial insurance bonds, and liquidation.

**Miller’s Standard Insurance Policies Annotated®**... The only collection of Standard Insurance Policies fully annotated, providing more than 90,000 current annotations to more than 600 policies and endorsements, listed section by section and arranged alphabetically by jurisdiction. The only place you’ll find it online is on the LexisNexis services.

Ensure policy language serves you well! Check **International Risk Management Institute (IRMI) manuals**. In the absence of legal precedent, IRMI is your best bet. These manuals offer unbiased and authoritative interpretation of policy language with easy-to-understand interpretations and advice on—even practical examples of—Insurance Service Office (ISO) and commercial policies.

Or turn to the industry reference tools from **National Underwriters Coverage Guides**. We offer the full series.

Check **ISO Policy Forms for more than 6,000 standardized property and casualty forms** (all ISO forms from inception to current, for all lines of the property and casualty market).

**Detailed Compliance Facts**

**NAIC Model Laws, Regulations and Guidelines** not only offer standards but complete, current 50-state compliance histories, including case-law annotations.

Learn of developing insurance issues by searching **National Association of Insurance Commissioners Proceedings**. You’ll find minutes of the commissioners’ national and zone meetings.


Also find **50-state proposed regulation tracking and historical regulation tracking**. And you can search them all simultaneously via either the regular LexisNexis source-selection hierarchy or the LexisNexis Insurance Research Task Page.
Virtually Every Source You Need, Easily Accessible

Whether you select “Insurance” under “Area of Law – By Topic” on the Legal tab...

...or go to the LexisNexis Insurance Research Task Page, you’ll find it easy to take advantage of our comprehensive collection of insurance sources.

NOTE: Sample searches in this guide indicate sources as they appear on the LexisNexis source-selection screens, as opposed to where they appear on the LexisNexis Insurance Research Task Page.
Researching Experts

Key Sources

- All Full-Text Medical Journals
- AMI Physician Directory
- Combined Corporation and Limited Partnership Information
- Combined Deed Transfers, Tax Assessor Records and Mortgage Records
- Combined Judgment and Liens Filings and UCC Lien Filings
- Combined Expert Directories
- Combined Professional Licenses – Selected States
- Federal & State Cases
- Jury Verdicts and Settlements, Combined
- Nationwide Directory of Medical Licenses
- Stock Ownership
- Utility, Design and Plant Patents

Find Your Own Expert Witness

Find experts in a particular subject area:

SOURCE: Legal > Litigation > Jury Verdicts > Jury Verdicts and Settlements, Combined

SEARCH: automobile OR car /5 accident /5 reconstruct!

Find medical experts:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Legal Reference Materials > Nationwide Directory of Medical Licenses

SELECT: New Search

SEARCH: specialty (orthopedic /5 trauma)

OR

SOURCE: Legal > Litigation > Legal Reference Materials > AMI Physician Directory

SEARCH: orthopedic /5 trauma

Find experts on a particular product or technology by searching patents and reviewing inventors’ names:


SEARCH: child! OR infant /5 safety seat /25 auto! OR vehicle OR car

Evaluate an Expert Witness—Your Own or Your Opponent’s

Review cases in which a particular expert testified:

SOURCE: Legal > Federal & State Cases, Combined

SEARCH:* lisa /3 catera

Learn of results in cases where a particular expert testified or determine if an expert usually testifies for one side or for a particular attorney:

SOURCE: Legal > Litigation > Jury Verdicts > Jury Verdicts and Settlements, Combined

SEARCH:* lisa /3 catera

* Names are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only.
Review an expert’s resumé or curriculum vitae as listed in an expert directory database:

**SOURCE:** Public Records > Public Records > Jury Verdicts & Experts > Combined Expert Directories

**SEARCH:** * lisa /3 catera

Double-check the status of an expert’s professional license to see if it has been revoked or restricted:

**SOURCE:** Public Records > Combined Professional Licenses – Selected States

**SEARCH:** * lisa /3 catera

Read journal articles written by a particular expert:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Area of Law – By Topic > Medical > Medical Journals > All Full-Text Medical Journals

**SEARCH:** * author (lisa /3 catera)

**Financial Influences on an Expert**

Find real property owned by the expert or his/her company:

**SOURCE:** Public Records > Combined Deed Transfers, Tax Assessor Records and Mortgage Records

**SEARCH:** * (sam /3 flotz) OR “flotsam and jetsam”

Identify stock owned by an expert or his/her company:

**SOURCE:** Public Records > Public Records > Personal Property Locator > Stock Information > Stock Ownership

**SEARCH:** * (sam /3 flotz) OR “flotsam and jetsam”

Learn of business affiliations:

**SOURCE:** Public Records > Combined Corporation and Limited Partnership Information

**SEARCH:** * sam! /3 flotz

Learn of encumbrances against an expert or his/her company:

**SOURCE:** Public Records > Combined Judgment and Liens Filings and UCC Lien Filings

**SEARCH:** * (sam /3 flotz) OR “flotsam and jetsam”

Check the background and current status of a medical expert:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Legal Reference Materials > Nationwide Directory of Medical Licenses

**SEARCH:** * sam! /3 flotz

* Names are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only.
Coverage Analysis

Key Sources

• Appleman on Insurance 2d and Appleman on Insurance Law and Practice
• CGL Reporter
• Insurance: Mealey’s Combined Reports
• Insurance Pleadings: Mealey’s Litigation Report
• International Risk Management Institute
• ISO Policy Forms
• Miller’s Standard Insurance Policies Annotated
• National Underwriter Coverage Guides (the entire series)
• National Underwriter Property Casualty/Risk & Benefits Management Edition

Miller’s Standard Insurance Policies Annotated

Use Miller’s Standard Insurance Policies Annotated to find the latest cases discussing a particular section or clause of the most widely sold and litigated insurance policies in the country, more quickly and easily than ever before. You can access an exhaustive collection of cases reported in the United States since 1978, which have interpreted more than 600 property and casualty insurance policies and endorsements. To find policy language dealing with abandonment of property:


SELECT: Continue Miller’s research

SELECT: Search Miller’s Index using an alphabetical table of contents

SELECT: A

SELECT: Abandonment of property by the insured

SELECT: All annotations for this subject term

SELECT: View all annotations

ISO Policy Forms

On the LexisNexis services, you’ll find all Insurance Service Office (ISO) forms from inception to current, for all lines of the property & casualty market. You can browse forms by using the table of contents:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Insurance Policy Forms > ISO Policy Forms

SELECT: Search using ISO Policy Forms Line of Business Table of Contents

SELECT: Commercial Lines of Business

SELECT: Employee Related Practices

SELECT: EMPLOYMENT-RELATED PRACTICES LIABILITY COVERAGE FORM -EP 00 01 01 02

OR, if you know the name of the form, you can perform a search:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Insurance Policy Forms > General > ISO Policy Forms

SELECT: Search using ISO Policy Form Numbers and Form Names

SEARCH: employment-related practices liability coverage form
**National Underwriter Publications**

Review articles that discuss reserves for asbestos-related losses:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > General News & Information > *National Underwriter Property & Casualty/Risk & Benefits Management Edition*

**SEARCH:** reserve /10 asbestos /5 loss

Research the question of what circumstances trigger liability in a CGL policy:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Treatises & Analytical Materials > National Underwriter > *Commercial General Liability*

**SEARCH:** liability /2 trigger /20 cgl

**IRMI Materials**

In the absence of legal precedent, International Risk Management Institute (IRMI) is an excellent place to start. IRMI manuals offer unbiased and authoritative interpretation of policy language. Review discussion of coverage for environmental claims under the personal injury provision of commercial general liability (CGL) policies:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Treatises & Analytical Materials > International Risk Management Institute (IRMI) > *International Risk Management Institute*

**SELECT:** Full Text search of all International Risk Management Institute

**SEARCH:** pollut! /25 personal injury /25 cgl

**Insurance Pleadings**

Now you can search the groundbreaking arguments presented in the actual briefs filed in landmark coverage cases and declaratory judgment actions filed regarding new underlying mass tort litigation. To find arguments in cases that deal with business interruption due to fire:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Legal News > Insurance Pleadings: *Mealey’s Litigation Report*

**SEARCH:** business /5 interrupt! /50 fire

**Appleman**

Find information on policy, coverage, and insurance contract interpretation:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Treatises & Analytical Materials > *Appleman on Insurance 2d* and *Appleman on Insurance Law and Practice*

**CLICK:** the + sign next to *Appleman on Insurance Law and Practice* (2d Ed.)

**CLICK:** the + sign next to I TREATISE GUIDE – LITIGATION AND REGULATION

**CLICK:** the + sign next to Chapter 5 TRADITIONAL CONTRACT INTERPRETATION AND CONSTRUCTION

**SELECT:** one of the highlighted links to move to a discussion of that topic, for example, § 5.3 Plain Meaning Rule: Necessity for Construction
Scouting the Opposition—
Public Records

Complete due diligence on the facts of the case and the issue, and find information on individuals, people, and companies.

Key Sources

- All Driver License Records
- ALLFIND Combined Person and Business Locator Files
- All Motor Vehicle Registrations
- Federal Aviation Administration Aircraft Registrations
- Combined Judgment and Liens Filings and UCC Filings
- Combined Professional Licenses – Selected States
- Combined State Boat Registrations and U.S. Coast Guard
- Combined State Civil and Criminal Filings
- Marriage License Records and Divorce Records
- U.S. District Courts, Civil and Criminal Filings

Locate a Witness

SOURCE: Public Records > ALLFIND Combined Person and Business Locator Files†
SEARCH: * jane /3 dough

SOURCE: Public Records > Public Records > Licenses > Driver Licenses > All Driver License Records‡
SEARCH: * jane /3 dough

SOURCE: Public Records > People, Business & Asset Locators > License Locator > Marriage License & Divorce Records > FL Marriage License Records OR FL Divorce Records
SEARCH: * jane /3 dough

NOTE: If you don’t succeed using the party’s name, you might try the name of a relative or associate.

Real Property Holdings

SOURCE: Public Records > Combined Deed Transfers, Tax Assessor Records and Mortgage Records
SEARCH: * jane /3 dough

Personal Property Holdings

SOURCE: Public Records > Personal Property Locator > All Motor Vehicle Registrations OR Combined State Boat Registrations and U.S. Coast Guard OR Federal Aviation Administration Aircraft Registrations
SEARCH: * jane /3 dough

* Names are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only.
† To comply with the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), which governs credit header access, researchers must select a permissible use, for example, litigation or debt-fraud recovery, before access to the data will be permitted. If the researcher does not have a permissible use, he/she should select a non-GLBA-regulated source, such as EZFIND, which offers data prior to July 1, 2001.
‡ Use of driver’s license data and motor vehicle registrations is subject to applicable law, including but not limited to, The Driver’s Privacy Protection Act. Researchers must choose a legally permitted use before access to the data will be permitted.
Judgments and Liens

SOURCE: Public Records > Combined Judgment and Liens Filings and UCC Filings

SEARCH:* behemoth electronics

SOURCE: Public Records > Combined Judgment and Lien Filings and UCC Filings

SEARCH:* jane /3 dough

Professional Information

SOURCE: Public Records > Combined Professional Licenses – Selected States

SEARCH:* jane /3 dough

Court Filings

SOURCE: Public Records > Combined State Civil and Criminal Filings

SEARCH:* name (behemoth electronics)

SOURCE: Public Records > U.S. District Courts, Civil and Criminal Filings

SEARCH:* name (behemoth electronics)

*Names are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only.

Turn LexisNexis® SmartLinx™ Reports into graphic charts at no additional charge.

The LexisNexis SmartLinx feature makes it possible for public records researchers to find vital connections among people, places, businesses, and assets.

Now there’s more. You can see the connections between your target and other people, businesses, assets, and locations. All in one visual … right on your PC screen. It’s a powerful visualization tool that accurately illustrates even complex relationships.
Scouting the Opposition—Legal, News, and Other Sources

Key Sources

- All Full-Text Insurance Journals
- Best’s Company Reports
- Corporation and Partnership Registrations by state
- Coverage
- Executive Affiliations
- Federal Agency Decisions, Combined
- Federal and State Cases
- Federal and State Cases by circuit or by state
- Insurance: Mealey’s Combined Reports
- News Group File, All (English, Full Text)

Cases

Obtain court-related information (prior lawsuits, for example) concerning an individual or corporate party for use in identifying similar lawsuits and potential sources of additional party information:

SOURCE: Legal > Federal & State Cases, Combined

OR

SOURCE: Legal > Cases – U.S. > All Courts – By Circuit > 2nd Circuit – Federal & State Cases, Combined

OR

SOURCE: Legal > Cases – U.S. > All Courts – By State > NY Federal & State Cases, Combined

SEARCH:* name (fly by night mutual)

Review cases in which a particular attorney or law firm participated:

SOURCE: Legal > Federal & State Cases, Combined

OR

SOURCE: Legal > Cases – U.S. > All Courts – By Circuit > 2nd Circuit – Federal & State Cases, Combined

OR

SOURCE: Legal > Cases – U.S. > All Courts – By State > NY Federal & State Cases, Combined

SEARCH:* counsel ((ray /3 brown) OR brown white green)

Agency-Related Information

Look for agency decisions citing a party:


OR


SEARCH:* name (fly by night mutual)
News

Search for references to an opposing attorney or firm:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Mealey’s Publications > Insurance: Mealey’s Combined Reports

**SEARCH:** *(ray /3 brown) OR brown white green*

Search for writings by an opposing attorney:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Legal News > All Full-Text Insurance Journals

**OR**

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Coverage

**SEARCH:** *ray /3 brown*

Search through a LexisNexis database of more than 10,000 news sources to find any articles and/or transcripts that mention a party or people associated with it:

**SOURCE:** News & Business > News Group File, All (English, Full-Text)

**SEARCH:** *fly by night mutual*

* Names are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only.

Reference Materials

Look for potential conflicts of interest:

**SOURCE:** News & Business > Company & Financial > Company Directors & Executives > Executive Affiliations

**SEARCH:** *sean /3 dough*

Company Information

Research insurance company reports:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Company & Financial Information > Best’s Company Reports

**SEARCH:** *company (fly by night mutual)*

Corporate Status and Registered Agent

Check corporate filings:

**SOURCE:** Public Records > Public Records > Business & Corporation Information > Corporation & Partnership Registrations by State > OH Secretary of State Corporation, LP, LLC, LLP, Tradename and Fictitious

**SEARCH:** *company (fly by night mutual)*

Simplify your due-diligence research with LexisNexis® Company Analyzer or LexisNexis® Company Dossier

LexisNexis Company Analyzer lets you run a single search through approximately 40 types of sources including critical public records and information from Standard and Poor’s, Dun & Bradstreet, Hoover’s, and many more.

LexisNexis Company Dossier offers current, comprehensive, and easy-to-use information about any of more than 35 million companies (U.S. and non-U.S.) in an easy-to-read report.
Judges, Arbitrators, and Attorneys

Key Sources

- Biographies
- BNA® Labor Relations Reporter Selected Arbitrators’ Biographies
- Executive Affiliations
- Federal District Courts by state
- Judicial Profiles
- Jury Verdicts & Settlements, Combined
- Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory – United States Listings
- News, Most Recent 90 Days (English, Full Text)
- U.S. Law Reviews and Journals, Combined

Background

Find biographical information about a judge:

**SOURCE:** Practice Area Pages > Insurance > Judicial Profiles

**SEARCH:** holmes, solomon

Find biographical information about an arbitrator:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Area of Law – By Topic > Alternative Dispute Resolution > Legal Reference Materials > BNA Labor Relations Reporter Selected Arbitrators’ Biographies

**SEARCH:** arbitrator (norm /3 abram)

Find biographical information about an attorney:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Reference > Biographies

**SEARCH:** ray /3 brown

Writings

Retrieve law review articles written by a judge, arbitrator, or attorney to gauge his/her viewpoint on a topic:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Secondary Legal > Law Reviews & Journals > U.S. Law Reviews, Combined

**SEARCH:** author (richard /3 arnold)

Retrieve majority opinions written by a judge on a particular issue:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Federal Legal – U.S. > District Court Cases – By State > OH Federal District Courts

**SEARCH:** opinionby (carr) AND attorney client privilege

To find all opinions, including concurring and dissenting opinions, use the WRITTENBY segment.
Awards and Settlements

Find settlements and verdict arbitration awards for lawsuits handled by a particular judge or arbitrator ...

**SOURCE:** Public Records > Public Records > Jury Verdicts & Experts > Jury Verdicts & Settlements, Combined

**SEARCH:**

judge (ertola) AND hiv OR allcaps (aids) /5 blood

... or by a particular attorney:

**SEARCH:**

counsel (moriarty) AND hiv OR allcaps (aids) /5 blood

Find news coverage of settlements/awards in lawsuits handled by particular judges, arbitrators, or attorneys. Select local, regional, or national news coverage, then use LexisNexis SmartIndexing Technology™ terms “Settlements & Decisions,” “Verdicts,” and “Damages”:

**SOURCE:** News & Business > News, Most Recent 90 Days (English, Full Text)

**SEARCH:**

* terms (settlements decisions OR verdicts OR damages PRE/1 8*% OR 9*% AND royalties PRE/1 8*% OR 9*%) AND sam! /3 flotz

Use percentages—for example, “8*%” finds 80 – 89%—to find detailed discussions of the topics.

---

Potential Conflicts of Interest

**SOURCE:** News & Business > Company & Financial > Company Directors & Executives > Executive Affiliations

**SEARCH:**

* sam! /3 flotz

Trial Records

Review opposing counsel's trial record:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Area of Law – By Topic > Torts > Jury Verdicts > Jury Verdicts and Settlements, Combined

**SEARCH:**

counsel (ray /3 brown)

---

**LexisNexis® CourtLink®**

Has the judge handled cases similar to yours? Review docket entries and proceedings via CourtLink®, available at www.courtlink.legal.com to find out.

After signing on, click on the Search icon in the upper right-hand part of the screen.

At the next screen, click Select Court System to ensure that you are searching through the correct dockets. Then, under Search Criteria, you can click the Judges and the Subject Matter Search options and make the appropriate selections to each to tailor your search.

CourtLink gives you access to the most up-to-date docket records from federal civil, criminal, and bankruptcy courts, online 24 hours a day.

* Names are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only.
Medical & Damages Resources

Key Sources

- Attorney’s Textbook of Medicine
- Drugs in Litigation: Damage Awards Involving Prescription and Nonprescription Drugs
- FDC Reports Newsletters – Group Files
- Mosby’s Medical Drug Reference
- National Climatic Weather Data
- Nationwide Directory of Medical Licenses
- NewsRx
- Occupational Safety and Health Act
- Preparation of Medical Cases for Settlement and Trial
- Physician’s Desk Reference for Prescription Drugs
- Public Health Reports
- Taber’s Medical Cyclopedic Dictionary
- What’s it Worth? A Guide to Personal Injury Awards and Settlements

Reference Materials

Retrieve a medical definition:

SOURCE: News & Business > By Industry & Topic > Medical & Healthcare > FDC Newsletters – Group File
SEARCH: mesothelioma

Find discussion of a particular drug:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > NewsRx
SEARCH: atorvastatin

OR

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Legal Reference Materials > Physician’s Desk Reference for Prescription Drugs
SEARCH: wrist OR elbow PRE/2 joint

Find detailed information on a medical condition:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Legal Reference Materials > Attorney’s Textbook of Medicine
SEARCH: carpal tunnel syndrome

Find information on a medical problem, diagnosis, or injury:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > NewsRx
SEARCH: latex AND allerg!
Review information about awards and settlements in cases of pelvic fractures with vertical shearing:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Legal Reference Materials > *What’s It Worth? A Guide to Personal Injury Awards and Settlements*

**SELECT:** Continue With Your Search

**SEARCH:** *pelvic fracture/10 vertical/shearing*

Get medical license information—license number, license state, license issue and expiration dates, specialty, group affiliation, education, business address, hospital privileges, etc.—on a particular physician:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Legal Reference Materials > *Nationwide Directory of Medical Licenses*

**SELECT:** New Search

**SEARCH:** *name (ruth westheimer)*

### Legal Materials

Research public health reports on the topic of foodborne disease:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Area of Law – By Topic > Health Care > Health Care Journals > Public Health Reports

**SEARCH:** *foodborne OR food borne/10 disease OR sick! OR ill!*

Review OSHA standards:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Area of Law – By Topic > Health Care > Treatises & Analytical Materials > Matthew Bender > Occupational Safety and Health Act

**SEARCH:** *longshore safety standard*

Research damage awards related to a specific drug:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Area of Law – By Topic > Medical > Drugs in Litigation: Damage Awards Involving Prescription and Nonprescription Drugs

**SELECT:** the + sign next to Part 1 Drugs and Cases

**SELECT:** the + sign next to the first letter of the name of the drug in the alphabetical list

**SELECT:** the name of the drug

Find discussion of a particular jury-instruction issue:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Legal Reference Materials > *Jury Instructions on Medical Issues*

**CLICK:** the + sign next to Chapter 1 General Rules for Drafting Instructions

**SELECT:** §1–2 Avoid use of word “accident”

### Weather Information

Learn weather conditions in a specific location on the date of a loss:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Legal Reference Materials National Climatic Weather Data

**SEARCH:** *baltimore/10 january 1, 2001*
State Insurance Issues and Compliance

Key Sources

- Comparative Negligence Law & Practice
- Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act materials
- Highest Court Insurance Cases, All States
- Insurance Cases, Federal
- NAIC Model Laws, Regulations and Guidelines
- NAIC – PDF Publications
- National Association of Insurance Commissioners Proceedings
- RegAlert – Insurance Documents
- State Administrative Codes
- State Codes, Constitutions, Court Rules & ALS, All – Selected Insurance Material
- State Insurance Regulations

Research Compliance Issues

RegAlert contains the text of proposed regulations from most of the 50 states and also the full text of final regulations. Materials include proposals, notices, adopted regulations, rules, and other information. Learn of new or pending state regulations that deal with viatical settlements:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Administrative Materials & Regulations > State > Regulations > RegAlert – Insurance Documents

SEARCH: date aft 2000 AND viatical /5 settl!

Or search state insurance regulations from all 50 states:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Administrative Materials & Regulations > State > State Insurance Regulations

SEARCH: viatical settl!

NOTE: On the LexisNexis Insurance Research Task Page, you can search simultaneously insurance regulations from any states you choose.

Use our collection of Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act Materials. Find Gramm-Leach Federal Register documents that discuss privacy requirements as they apply to sharing of information with non-affiliated third parties:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Gramm-Leach Bliley Act (Privacy Materials) > Gramm-Leach – Federal Register

SEARCH: privacy /5 requir! /25 nonaffiliated OR non-affiliated
Use administrative code tables of contents to point and click your way to the information you need. Review the California administrative code section that deals with claim reserves:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Administrative Materials & Regulations > State > Administrative Codes > CA – Barclays Official California Code of Regulations

**CLICK:** the + sign next to TITLE 10. INVESTMENT

**CLICK:** the + sign next to CHAPTER 5. INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

**CLICK:** the + sign next to SUBCHAPTER 3. INSURERS

**CLICK:** the + sign next to ARTICLE 3.5. MINIMUM RESERVE STANDARDS FOR VALUATION OF DISABILITY INSURANCE CONTRACTS

**SELECT:** § 2312. Claim Reserves

Maintain compliance with state regulations that affect clients and firms:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Administrative Materials & Regulations > State > State Insurance Regulations

**SEARCH:** policy /5 provi! OR language /5 fire

To restrict the results to your jurisdiction, click FOCUS™ and type in your jurisdiction.

Review standards for a property and casualty examination:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Administrative Materials & Regulations > NAIC – PDF Publications

**SELECT:** Examiners Handbook

**SELECT:** CHAPTER VIII CONDUCTING THE PROPERTY AND CASUALTY EXAMINATION

**SELECT:** Full Text Report

**Determine Negligence Laws**

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Cases > State > Highest Court Insurance Cases, All States

**SEARCH:** date aft 1999 AND contributory negligence

**OR**

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Statutes & Legislative Materials > State > Codes > State Codes, Constitutions, Court Rules & ALS, All – Selected Insurance Material

**SEARCH:** contributory negligence
Research specific state insurance codes, California, for example:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Administrative Materials & Regulations > State > Regulations > CA – Barclays Official California Code of Regulations – Insurance

**SEARCH:** motor! vehicle AND financial!

Read insurance commissioner proceedings for a particular state, California for example:

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Administrative Materials & Regulations > National Association of Insurance Commissioner Proceedings

**SELECT:** New Search

**SEARCH:** date aft 1997 AND california AND statutory accounting

**Find NAIC Model Rules**

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Administrative Materials & Regulations > NAIC Model Laws, Regulations and Guidelines

**SELECT:** Continue With Your Search

**SEARCH:** model risk retention act

**Review State Departments of Insurance Web Sites**

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > State Departments of Insurance > State Departments of Insurance Websites

**SELECT:** Go to the Table of Contents

**SELECT:** One of the links

**Research Specific Case Law**

Under what circumstances does ERISA preempt a state regulating statute when the case involves an HMO?

**SOURCE:** Legal > Insurance > Cases > Federal > Insurance Cases, Federal

**SEARCH:** erisa /10 preempt! /10 state statute /10 health maintenance OR hmo
Potential Witnesses

Key Sources

- All Driver License Records
- ALLFIND Combined Person and Business Locator Files
- All Motor Vehicle Registrations
- Combined Deed Transfers, Tax Assessor Records and Mortgage Records
- Combined Professional Licenses – Selected States
- Combined State Boat Registrations and U.S. Coast Guard
- Federal Aviation Administration Aircraft Registrations
- News, All (English, Full Text)
- U.S. Company Reports
- U.S. District Courts, Civil Filings

Locate a Witness

Addresses, past addresses, and phone numbers:

SOURCE: Public Records > ALLFIND Combined Person and Business Locator Files
SEARCH: * john /3 dough

OR

SOURCE: Public Records > Public Records > Licenses > Driver Licenses > All Driver License Records
SEARCH: * john /3 dough

OR

SOURCE: Public Records > Combined Deed Transfers, Tax Assessor Records and Mortgage Records
SEARCH: * john /3 dough

The first two searches above may yield names of spouses or ex-spouses. You may also find names of spouses or ex-spouses in databases containing marriage or divorce records. Find these sources at Public Records > Public Records > Marriage, Divorce & Death Records.

If you find an address but no witness, use the address and zip code in the source above to find neighbors who may know the whereabouts of the witness:

SOURCE: Public Records > ALLFIND Combined Person and Business Locator Files
SEARCH: * address (oak AND 45402)

Find Witness Property

Real estate:

SOURCE: Public Records > Combined Deed Transfers, Tax Assessor Records and Mortgage Records
SEARCH: * john /3 dough
Personal property:

**SOURCE:** Public Records > Public Records > Personal Property Locator > All Motor Vehicle Registrations OR Combined State Boat Registrations and U.S. Coast Guard OR Federal Aviation Administration Aircraft Registrations

**SEARCH:** * john /3 dough

**Learn of Lawsuits**

Uncover federal civil lawsuits in which a witness is a party:

**SOURCE:** Public Records > Public Records > Civil & Criminal Court Filings and Regulatory Actions > Combined U.S. District Courts > U.S. District Courts, Civil Filings

**SEARCH:** * john /3 dough

**Professional Licenses**

**SOURCE:** Public Records > Public Records > Licenses > Professional Licenses > Combined Professional Licenses – Selected States

**SEARCH:** * john /3 dough

---

**Corporate Relationships**

Is the witness a company officer or director?

**SOURCE:** News & Business > Company & Financial > Company Profiles & Directories > U.S. Company Reports

**SEARCH:** * john /3 dough

**News**

With a single search, review more than 10,000 news sources to find articles and/or radio and television news transcripts that mention a witness:

**SOURCE:** News & Business > News, All (English, Full Text)

**SEARCH:** * terms (john! PRE/1 dough)

---

* Names are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only.

† To comply with the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), which governs credit header access, researchers must select a permissible use, for example, litigation or debt-fraud recovery, before access to the data will be permitted. If the researcher does not have a permissible use, he/she should select a non-GLBA-regulated source, such as EZFIND, which offers data prior to July 1, 2001.

‡ Use of driver’s license data and motor vehicle registrations is subject to applicable law, including but not limited to, The Driver’s Privacy Protection Act. Researchers must choose a legally permitted use before access to the data will be permitted.
Discovery Forms and Procedures

Key Sources

• *Bender’s Forms of Discovery Interrogatories* (Volumes 1 to 10A)
• *Bender’s Forms of Discovery Treatise* (Volumes 11 to 16)

Searches

Say you’re working on a case in which your client is being sued for nonperformance of a contractual obligation. You’re preparing for discovery and you’d like to find a sample interrogatory form that pertains to nonperformance. You can either perform a search …

**SOURCE:** Legal > Matthew Bender > By Area of Law > Litigation > *Bender’s Forms of Discovery Interrogatories* (Volumes 1 to 10A)

**SEARCH:** nonperformance OR non-performance

… or use the table of contents:

**CLICK:** the + sign next to COMPUTERS TO CONVERSION

**CLICK:** the + sign next to Chapter 51 CONTRACTS

**CLICK:** the + sign next to V NONPERFORMANCE

**SELECT:** the most applicable topic to display a sample form

Find discussion of qualifications of expert witnesses, either by performing a search …

**SOURCE:** Legal > Matthew Bender > By Area of Law > Litigation > *Bender’s Forms of Discovery Treatise* (Volumes 11 to 16)

**SEARCH:** qualify! /10 expert

… or using the table of contents:

**CLICK:** the + sign next to Part 28 DISCOVERY GENERALLY; DEPOSITIONS; INTERROGATORIES

**CLICK:** the + sign next to Chapter ONE General Provisions Governing Discovery—Rule 26

**CLICK:** the + sign next to B Required Disclosures; Methods to Discover Additional Matters

**SELECT:** § 1.24 Mandatory Expert Witness Disclosures (or any of the other sections listed)

---

Use the HotDocs® Clause Library to help you add clauses to your documents. It’s a document-drafting tool that cuts across multiple sources to find the desired language for legal documents quickly and easily. Find the right clause and drop it into your word processing document. For more information or to add to your subscription, contact your account representative.
Following Insurance Developments

Key Sources

- All Full-Text Insurance Journals
- Business Insurance
- Claims Magazine
- Coverage
- Insurance Day
- The John Liner Review
- Mealey Publications
- News, Most Recent 90 Days (English, Full Text)

Searches

Search for discussion of recent asbestos-related cases:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Mealey’s Combined Reports
SEARCH:  date aft 2002 AND asbestos /5 sue OR sued OR suing OR suit OR lawsuit

Read articles from the most recent issue of Coverage magazine:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Coverage
SELECT: the link for the most recent issue
SELECT: an article link
NOTE: You can search all issues if you choose

Review articles that discuss business interruption insurance:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Business Insurance
SEARCH:  date aft 2001 AND business /5 interrupt!

Find articles that discuss insurance or reinsurance for coverage of potential losses from terrorist attacks:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Claims Magazine
SEARCH:  terrorist /10 insur! OR reinsur! OR re-insur!

Read recent articles that discuss airline insurance:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Insurance Day
SEARCH:  date aft 2001 AND airline /10 insur! OR reinsur! OR re-insur!

Review discussion of the underwriting of environmental (or pollution) risk:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > The John Liner Review
SEARCH:  pollution OR environmental /5 risk! OR underwrit!

Keep abreast of current legal developments in insurance:

SOURCE: Legal > Insurance > Legal News > All Full-Text Insurance Journals
OR
SEARCH:  successor liability

Search for articles that discuss credit-based insurance scoring:

SOURCE: News & Business > News, Most Recent 90 Days (English, Full Text)
SEARCH:  credit-based insurance scoring
Insurance Sources

LexisNexis offers a comprehensive collection of online, print and CD-ROM sources for the insurance researcher.

Online Sources

This list contains sources available in the Area of Law – By Topic > Insurance folder. Many other LexisNexis sources may prove useful to insurance professionals. (The list is current as of 6/4/2004. Sources may have been added or removed since that date.)

Highlights

• Appleman on Insurance 2d and Appleman on Insurance Law & Practice
• Best’s Company Reports
• ISO Policy Forms
• Mealey’s Insurance Reports
• International Risk Management Institute (IRMI) materials
• Miller’s Standard Insurance Policies Annotated
• National Association of Insurance Commissioners materials

Multi-Source Groups

• States and ALR® Annotations Insurance Cases, All
• Combined Insurance Codes and State Insurance Regulations
• Insurance Statutes and Regulations for each of the 50 states and DC, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands

Cases

• Insurance, Federal and State Insurance Cases
• Insurance Cases, Federal
• U.S. Supreme Court Cases, Lawyers’ Edition – Selected Insurance Material
• Insurance Related US Courts of Appeals Cases – All Circuits
• Insurance Related US District Court Cases
• Highest Court Insurance Cases, All States
• Insurance Cases for each of the 50 states and DC

Statutes & Legislative Materials

• American Insurance Association – Access Database
• National Association of Insurance Commissioners Proceedings
• NAIC Model Laws, Regulations and Guidelines

Federal

• US – CIS Legislative Histories – Insurance Law

State

• Advance Legislative Service – 50 States, DC, PR & VI, Combined
• State Bill Tracking – Current Session
• State Codes, Constitutions, Court Rules & ALS, All – Selected Insurance Material
• Insurance Statutes and ALS for each of the 50 states, DC, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands

Uniform & Model Acts

• Martindale-Hubbell® – Model Joint Obligations Act
• Martindale-Hubbell – Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act
• Martindale-Hubbell – Uniform Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act
• Martindale-Hubbell – Uniform Fiduciaries Act
• Martindale-Hubbell – Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance Act
• Martindale-Hubbell – Uniform Photographic Copies of Business & Public Records
• Model Penal Code
Non-U.S. Jurisdictions
• Isle of Man Acts of Tynwald
• PR – GRUPO
• PR – Laws of Puerto Rico Annotated
• PR – Laws of Puerto Rico Annotated, Constitution, Court Rules & ALS, Combined
• PR – Leyes de Puerto Rico Anotadas – LPRA
• PR – Reglamentos Del Estado Libre Asociado De Puerto Rico

Administrative Materials & Regulations
• Accident Health
• Annual Statement Blank
• Annual Statements Instructions
• Examiners Handbook
• Journal of Insurance Regulations
• Listing of Companies
• NAIC Model Laws, Regulations and Guidelines
• NAIC – PDF Publications
• NAIC – Statistical Handbook of Data Available to Insurance Regulators
• National Association of Insurance Commissioners Proceedings
• State Average Expenditures & Premiums for Personal Automobile Insurance
• Statistical Compilation of Annual Statement Information

Federal
• CFR – Code of Federal Regulations
• Consumer Product Safety Commission Decrees, Rules, Agreements & Notices
• FR – Federal Register
• Occupational Safety & Health Review Commission Administrative Law Judge Decisions
• Occupational Safety & Health Review Commission Decisions

State
• All Workers’ Compensation Decisions
• State Insurance Regulations
• New York Insurance General Counsel Opinions
• NY Physicians Discipline Decisions
• State Registers – Selected Insurance Regulations
• State registers for each of 37 states and DC
• Attorney General Opinions for each of the 50 states
• DC Corporation Counsel
• Opiniones Del Secretario De Justicia De Puerto Rico
• State Bulletins & Notices
• State bulletins and notices for each of the 50 states and DC
• RegAlert – Insurance Documents
• Insurance Regulations for each of the 50 states, DC, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands
• Regulations Tracking, All States
• State Insurance Regulations Tracking for each of the 50 states
• Administrative codes for each of 47 states, plus DC, Guam, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands

Law Reviews and Journals
• Bad Faith Law Reporter
• The Brief
• Coverage
• Defense Counsel Journal
• Defendant: Journal of the Defense Association of New York, Inc.
• Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
• FICC Quarterly
• The John Liner Review
• Litigation
• Tort & Insurance Law Journal
• Insurance Law Review Articles, combined
LexisNexis® CourtLink®

- My CourtLink
- Courtlink Strategic Profiles
- CourtLink Search

Treatises and Analytical Materials

- American Insurance Association – Access Database
- Harvard Health Policy Review
- New Jersey Law of Personal Injury with Model Jury Charges
- New Jersey Product Liability Law
- The Tax Lawyer

American Law Institute

- ALI Restatements of Law – Insurance

BNA

- BNA Corporate Counsel Weekly
- BNA Health Care Daily
- BNA Health Care Policy Report
- BNA Health Law Reporter
- BNA Medicare Report
- BNA Pension & Benefits Daily
- BNA Pension & Benefits Reporter
- BNA Product Liability Daily
- BNA Product Safety & Liability Reporter
- BNA Wage Hour & Leave Report

Defense Research Institute (DRI)

- The Basics of Life, Health and Disability Insurance
- Construction-Related Insurance Coverage Issues
- Defending the Professional: Liability and Insurance Issues
- Excess and Reinsurance Seminar
- Insurance Coverage and Practice Seminar (1998)
- Insurance Coverage for Environmental Claims Seminar

International Risk Management Institute (IRMI)

- Captive Insurance Company Reports Newsletter
- CGL Reporter
- Commercial Liability Insurance
- Employment Practices Liability Consultant Newsletter
- Financing Risk & Reinsurance Newsletter
- Insurance – Defective Construction
- Pollution Coverage Issues
- The Risk Report

Matthew Bender

- Alabama Liability Insurance Handbook
- Alabama Workers’ Compensation Law and Handbook
- Appleman on Insurance 2d and Appleman on Insurance Law & Practice
- Bad Faith Law Update
- Business Insurance Law and Practice Guide
- California Insurance Law & Practice
- California Uninsured Motorist Law
- Effective Legal Negotiation and Settlement
- Federal Courtroom Evidence
- Federal Income Tax of Life Insurance Companies
- Goods in Transit
- Illinois Tort Law
- Insurance Bad Faith Litigation
- Insurance Coverage for Environmental Claims
- Insurance and Risk Management for State & Local Governments
- Insuring Real Property
- Jury Instructions in Automobile Actions
- Jury Instructions on Damages in Tort Actions
- Jury Instructions on Products Liability
- The Law of Liability Insurance
- Larson’s Workers’ Compensation Law
- The Law of Liability Insurance
- Law of Life and Health Insurance
Legal News

- All Full-Text Insurance Journals
- Full-Text Insurance Journals for the last 2 years
- Full-Text Insurance Journals beyond 2 years
- Insurance Law Newsletters
- All Mealey Publications Full-Text
- Asbestos: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Bad Faith Law Reporter
- The Brief
- Cal-OSHA Reporter
- Construction Defects Insurance Report: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Coverage
- Daubert: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals Inc.
- Defense Counsel Journal: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Discovery: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- D & O Advisor
- Emerging Drugs & Devices: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Emerging Insurance Disputes: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Emerging Toxic Torts: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Federal Discovery News
- Health Care Fraud & Abuse
- Insurance Bad Faith: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Insurance Coverage Law Bulletin
- Insurance Fraud: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Insurance Insolvency: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Insurance: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Insurance Pleadings: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Intellectual Property: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- International Arbitration: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- The John Liner Review
- Journal of Insurance Regulations
- Lead: Mealey’s Litigation Report
• Litigation
• LRP AIDS Policy & Law
• M. Lee Smith Publishers & Printers LLC
• Managed Care Liability: Mealey’s Litigation Report
• Mass Tort Pleadings: Mealey
• Medical-Legal Aspects of Cancer Litigation
• Patents: Mealey’s Litigation Report
• Pollution Liability: Mealey’s Litigation Report
• Privacy and Information Law Report
• Reinsurance: Mealey’s Litigation Report
• Tax Analysts Insurance Tax Review Magazine
• Tobacco: Mealey’s Litigation Report
• Tort, Trial & Insurance Practice Law Journal
• Welding Rods: Mealey’s Litigation Report
• Workers’ Comp Executive

General News and Information

• Insurance News
• American Banker-Bond Buyer Newsletters; Insurance
• ABI/INFORM Selected Documents – Insurance Related
• ASAPII Insurance Related
• Asia Pulse – Insurance Stories
• BestWire
• Business Insurance
• Canada NewsWire – Insurance Stories
• Captive Insurance Company Reports Newsletter (IRMI)
• Claims Magazine
• CGL Reporter
• Commercial Liability Insurance
• Employment Practices Liability Consultant Newsletter (IRMI)
• Financing Risk & Reinsurance Newsletter (IRMI)
• Florida Underwriters
• Health Insurance Law Weekly
• Health Insurance Week
• IAC Insurance
• III Abstracts
• Insurance – Defective Construction
• Insurance Day
• Insurance Issues Update
• Insurance & Technology
• Journal of Commerce
• Knight Ridder/Tribune Business News
• Lafferty Newsletters
• Larson’s Workers’ Compensation Law
• National Underwriter Life & Health/Financial Services
• National Underwriter Property & Casualty/ Risk & Benefits Management Edition
• The New York Times – Insurance Stories
• NewsRx
• Pensions and Investments
• Pollution Coverage Issues
• Post Magazine
• PR Newswire – Insurance Stories
• RDS Business & Industry Database – Insurance Stories
• RDS Business & Industry Database – Insurance Stories
• RDS Business & Management Practices – selected documents
• Research Review, Journal of the Society of Insurance Research
• Reinsurance Magazine
• The Risk Report (IRMI)
• Technology Decisions
• Timothy Benn Publication
• Versicherungsmedizin
• Versicherungsrecht – Rechtsprechung (Vers R-R)
• Versicherungsrecht – (Vers R-A)
• Versicherungswirtschaft
• VVW – Publikationen
Legal Reference Materials

- Abstracts From Insurance Periodicals Index and III Abstracts
- Legal Dictionaries, Combined
- Attorney’s Textbook of Medicine
- expert4law – The Legal Marketplace, LA County Bar Association Expert Witness Dir.
- FDA 510(k) Premarket Notifications for Medical Devices
- Jury Instructions on Medical Issues
- Martindale-Hubbell® Law Directory – Experts and Services
- Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory – Insurance Law Listings
- Medical Litigation Alert
- Mosby’s Medical Drug Reference
- National Climatic Weather Data
- Nationwide Directory of Medical Licenses
- NewsRx
- Physician’s Desk Reference for Non-Prescription Drugs
- Plunkett’s Company Reports
- Plunkett’s Industry Reports
- Taber’s Medical Cyclopedic Dictionary
- What’s It Worth? A Guide to Personal Injury Awards and Settlements

Mealey Publications

- Arsenic & CCA Report: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Class Actions: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Construction Defects Insurance Report: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Corporate Governance Report: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Discovery: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Ephedra & PPA: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Health Care Privacy Report: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Insurance: Mealey’s Combined Reports
- Insurance Pleadings: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- International Asbestos Liability: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Mass Tort Pleadings: Mealey’s
- Mold: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Tort Reform Update: Mealey’s Litigation Report
- Welding Rods: Mealey’s Litigation Report

Miller’s Standard Insurance Policies Annotated

- Miller’s Standard Insurance Policies Annotated

Insurance Policy Forms

- ISO Policy Forms

State Departments of Insurance

- American Insurance Association – Access Database
- State Departments of Insurance Websites
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
(Privacy Materials)

• Gramm-Leach Bill Text
• Gramm-Leach Bill Track
• Gramm-Leach – Code of Federal Regulations
• Gramm-Leach – Congressional Record
• Gramm-Leach – Federal Register
• Gramm-Leach House Reports
• Gramm-Leach Legislative History
• Gramm-Leach Member Information
• Gramm-Leach Presidential
• Gramm-Leach-Bliley Privacy Glossary
• Gramm-Leach – PUBLAW
• Gramm-Leach Senate Reports
• Gramm-Leach Transcripts

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)

• HIPAA Bill Text
• HIPAA Bill Track
• HIPAA Congressional Record
• HIPAA House Reports
• HIPAA Legislative History
• HIPAA Member Information
• HIPAA Presidential
• HIPAA Senate Reports
• HIPAA Transcripts

Sarbanes-Oxley Corporate Reform

• Sarbanes-Oxley Corporate Reform

Jury Verdicts

• Combined Verdicts, Settlements, and Expert Directories
• Jury Verdicts and Settlements, Combined
• Medical Litigation Alert
• National Jury Verdict Review & Analysis
• National Law Journal Annual Verdict and Settlement Review
• Verdicts, Settlements and Tactics
• What’s It Worth? A Guide to Personal Injury Awards and Settlements
• Verdict and settlement information from 34 states and DC

Litigation Pleadings & Appellate Briefs

• Insurance Pleadings: Mealey's Litigation Report
Print and CD-ROM Sources

Highlights

• Appleman on Insurance Law 2d and Appleman on Insurance Law and Practice
• Attorney’s Textbook of Medicine, Third Edition
• Insurance Bad Faith Litigation
• The Law of Liability Insurance
• Larson’s Workers’ Compensation Law
• Mealey’s Insurance Reports

Treatises and Guides

• Appleman on Insurance Law 2d and Appleman on Insurance Law and Practice
• Attorney’s Textbook of Medicine, Third Edition—print or CD-ROM, by the Matthew Bender Editorial Staff
• Business Insurance Law and Practice Guide, by the Matthew Bender Editorial Staff
• Insurance Bad Faith Litigation, by William M. Shernoff, Sanford M. Gage, and Harvey R. Levine
• Insurance Coverage for Environmental Claims, by Mitchell L. Lathrop
• Insuring Real Property, by Stephen A. Cozen, General Editor
• Larson’s Workers’ Compensation Law, by Arthur Larson and Lex K. Larson
• The Law of Liability Insurance, by Rowland H. Long
• The Law of Life and Health Insurance, by Bertram Harnett, Irving Lesnick
• Liability of Corporate Officers and Directors, Second Edition, by William E. Knepper and Dan A. Bailey
• No-Fault and Uninsured Motorist Automobile Insurance, by the Matthew Bender Editorial Staff
• Responsibilities of Insurance Agents and Brokers, by Bertram Harnett
• Transportation Safety and Insurance Law, Second Edition, by William E. Kenworthy, Judge

Legal News

• Mealey’s Business Interruption Insurance
• Mealey’s Drafting History Debate
• Mealey’s Emerging Insurance Disputes
• Mealey’s Insurance Law Review
• Mealey’s Insurance Pleadings
• Mealey’s Litigation Report: California Insurance
• Mealey’s Litigation Report: Disability Insurance
• Mealey’s Litigation Report: Insurance
• Mealey’s Litigation Report: Insurance Bad Faith
• Mealey’s Litigation Report: Insurance Fraud
• Mealey’s Litigation Report: Insurance Insolvency
• Mealey’s Litigation Report: Reinsurance
• Mealey’s Toxic Tort Law & Science Manual

Journals

• Coverage, by the Committee on Insurance Coverage Litigation, ABA Section of Litigation
• Defense Law Journal, by the Michie Editorial Staff

Law School Materials

• Insurance Law: Cases and Materials, Third Edition, 2001, by Roger C. Henderson (Ralph W. Bilby Professor of Law, University of Arizona; James E. Rogers School of Law) and Robert H. Jerry II (Missouri Endowed Floyd R. Gibson Professor of Law, University of Missouri at Columbia School of Law)
• Principles of Insurance Law, Third Edition, 2004, by Emeric Fischer (Professor of Law Emeritus, College of William and Mary, Marshall-Wythe School of Law), Peter Nash Swisher (Professor of Law, University of Richmond, the T.C. Williams School of Law), and Jeffrey Stempel (William S. Boyd Professor of Law, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, William S. Boyd School of Law)
• Understanding Insurance Law, Third Edition, 2002, by Robert H. Jerry II (Missouri Endowed Floyd R. Gibson Professor of Law, University of Missouri at Columbia School of Law)
State-Specific Materials

- California Insurance Law and Practice, by Victoria Sidbury, Bruce Wiener, Paul H. Cyril, Stuart M. Gordon, George E. Sayre, Editorial Consultants
- Fire Laws of Maryland, 2002 Edition, by the Michie Editorial Staff
- Florida Automobile Insurance Law with CD-ROM, by The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education
- Florida Real Property Title Examination And Insurance, by The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education
- Illinois Jurisprudence: Insurance, by the Michie Editorial Staff
- Insurance and Risk Management for State and Local Governments, by Thomas W. Rynard
- Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Laws and Rules Annotated, by the Michie Editorial Staff
- New Hampshire Practice Series: Volumes 1 – 17 with softbound index and tables volumes, by the Michie Editorial Staff
- New York Civil Practice Handbook, by David L. Ferstendig
- New York Insurance Law, by Wolcott B. Dunham Jr., Debevoise & Plimpton, General Editor
- Virginia Insurance Case Finder, by Alan B. Rashkind, R. Craig Gallagher
- Washington Insurance Law, by Thomas V. Harris

Conference Materials

- Various Mealey’s Conference handbooks, audiotapes, and videotapes